
BEFORE THE ARKANSAS WORKERS’ COMPENSATION COMMISSION

CLAIM NO. G206590

HAZEL (WALKER) JONES, EMPLOYEE CLAIMANT

BAPTIST HEALTH, SELF-INSURED EMPLOYER RESPONDENT

CLAIMS ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES,
THIRD PARTY ADMINISTRATOR RESPONDENT

OPINION FILED SEPTEMBER 15, 2014

Hearing conducted before ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE MARK
CHURCHWELL, in Little Rock, Pulaski County, Arkansas.

The claimant was represented by HONORABLE KENNETH OLSEN,
Attorney at Law, Bryant, Arkansas.

The respondent was represented by HONORABLE JARROD PARRISH,
Attorney at Law, Little Rock, Arkansas.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was held in the above-styled claim on

August 12, 2014, in Little Rock, Arkansas.  A Prehearing

Order was entered in this case on June 23, 2014.  The

following stipulations were submitted by the parties either

in the Prehearing Order or during the course of the hearing

and are hereby accepted:

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has
jurisdiction over this claim.

2. The employer/employee relationship existed on
January 2, 2012, when claimant sustained a
compensable injury to her neck, left shoulder and
low back.

3. The claimant’s average weekly wage of $333
entitles her to temporary total disability
benefits in the amount of $222 and permanent
partial disability benefits in the amount of $167
in the event she is found entitled to such
benefits.
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By agreement of the parties, the issues to be litigated

and resolved at the present time were limited to the

following:

Claimant:

1. Entitlement to medical, temporary total and
temporary partial disability benefits,
controversion, and attorney’s fees.  All other
issues are reserved.

Respondent:

1. Claimant’s entitlement to additional benefits
associated with her medical only claim of
January 2, 2012.

2. Unauthorized treatment.

The record consists of the August 12, 2014, hearing

transcript and the exhibits contained therein.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has
jurisdiction over this claim.

2. The employer/employee relationship existed on
January 2, 2012, when the claimant sustained a
compensable injury to her neck, left shoulder and
low back.

3. The claimant’s average weekly wage of $333
entitles her to temporary total disability
benefits in the amount of $222 per week and
permanent partial disability benefits in the
amount of $167 per week in the event she is found
entitled to such benefits.

4. The claimant has failed to establish by a
preponderance of the evidence that the compensable
low back injury that she sustained on January 2,
2012, was a factor in her need for medical
treatment at issue beginning in June of 2012.  The
claimant has therefore failed to establish that
any of the medical treatment that she received
after January of 2012 was reasonably necessary for
treatment of her compensable injury.
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5. Because the claimant has failed to establish by a
preponderance of the evidence that the medical
problems for which she sought medical treatment
beginning in June of 2012 were causally related to
her compensable injury, the claimant has also
failed to establish that she is entitled to any
period of temporary disability compensation
presently at issue.

 
DISCUSSION

As a threshold matter, this case involves the

relationship, if any, between the admittedly compensable low

back injury that the claimant, Hazel Jones (formerly Hazel

Walker), experienced at work on January 2, 2012, and

abnormalities at the L3-4 level of Ms. Jones’ spine first

identified by a lumbar MRI performed approximately six

months later on July 24, 2012, and on which Dr. Michael

Calhoun ultimately performed surgery on May 28, 2013.  The

respondents contend that the treatment at issue was not

reasonably necessary in relation to the work related injury

that Ms. Jones sustained in January of 2012. (T. 6) If the

claimant proves the necessary causal relationship, however,

the respondents also contend that all of the medical

treatment at issue was unauthorized. (T. 5)

Issue 1: Reasonably Necessary Medical Treatment

     Under the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation law, medical

treatment is reasonably necessary for a work related injury

if the compensable injury was a factor in the employee’s

need for medical treatment.  See Allen Engineering Corp. v.

Green, 2011 Ark. App. 520, ___ S.W.3d ___ citing Williams v.
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L & W Janitorial, Inc., 85 Ark. App. 1, 145 S.W.3d 383

(2004).

In the present case, the claimant, Ms. Jones began

working as a CNA in Baptist Health’s Stuttgart hospital in

2010. (T. 51) On January 2, 2012, Ms. Jones sustained an

admittedly compensable injury to her neck, left shoulder and

low back when a lift turned over as Ms. Jones and another

aide were transferring a patient. (R. Exh. 1 p. 1-2) Ms.

Jones completed her work shift then underwent x-rays of her

left ankle, right shoulder, cervical spine, and left leg at

the hospital. (T. 29; R. Exh. 1 p. 71-75) She continued

working her shifts thereafter. (T. 32, 34)

Ms. Jones testified that the doctor at the hospital,

Dr. Yelvington, told her to follow up with her primary care

physician, and three weeks later, on January 24, 2012, Ms.

Jones presented to Dr. Chris Morgan. (T. 33, 52-53; R. Exh.

1 p. 76) A history taken by Dr. Morgan’s staff indicated

that Ms. Jones was at that time complaining of pain in her

left shoulder and neck.  The typed “Subjective” section of

Dr. Morgan’s January 24, 2012, report similarly indicates

that Ms. Jones was “[s]till having some musculoskeletal pain

on the right side around the shoulder blade in the right

trapezius.”  Dr. Morgan’s “Exam” section indicated that Ms.

Jones was “exquisitely tender at the right paraspinal and

trapezius muscle.”  Dr. Morgan prescribed medication and
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advised Ms. Jones to follow up if she did not improve. (R.

Exh. 1 p. 76) 

Based on the medical records presented into evidence,

this examiner concludes that Ms. Jones next presented to Dr.

Morgan approximately five months later on June 18, 2012. 

The typed “Subjective” section of Dr. Morgan’s report on

that date states in its entirety:

She is having recurrent abdominal pain on the right
side where she had a hernia repaired back in 2010.  She
says that her bowels are moving pretty good.  No fever. 
She says she has the same sensation that she had when
she had the fever.  She has been push mowing and
wonders if she didn’t do something to harm it.  No
other complaints.

Dr. Morgan’s impression was that Ms. Jones had a possible

recurrent hernia on the right.  Doctor Morgan ordered a CT

of Ms. Jones’ abdomen and pelvis which indicated a recurrent

lateral hernia in the right side of the abdominal wall. (R.

Exh. 1 p. 78) Dr. Morgan referred Ms. Jones to Dr. David

Bevans, a surgeon, for the recurrent hernia.  (T. 61) 

Dr. Bevans in his records noted the presence of the

hernia, but Dr. Bevans also reported in his notes from on or

about July 25, 2012, that Ms. Jones was also experiencing

low back pain with radicular pain into her right foot; that

a lumbar MRI performed on July 24, 2012, indicated a disc

herniation at L3-4; and that her recurrent abdominal hernia

was not causing the radicular pain into her foot. (R. Exh. 1

p. 86) Dr. Bevans then referred Ms. Jones to Dr. Michael

Calhoun, a neurosurgeon. (T. 61) Dr. Calhoun had previously
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operated on the L3-4 level of Ms. Jones’ spine in 2005, and

had previously operated on Ms. Jones’ neck in 2006 and again

in 2009.  (R. Exh. 1 p. 11, 40, 55)

Dr. Calhoun prescribed a course of physical therapy and

injections for Ms. Jones’ low back beginning in August of

2012, but Dr. Calhoun ultimately performed a right side L3-4

discectomy on May 28, 2013. (R. Exh. 1 p. 93-103; C. Exh. 1

p. 6-7)

Ms. Jones testified that she stopped working for

Baptist Health because Dr. Bevans had released her to return

to work with restrictions in July of 2012, and Baptist

Health informed her that no work was available within those

restrictions. (T. 38)

Ms. Jones also testified that workers’ compensation had

previously contacted her at some point after she saw Dr.

Morgan in late January of 2012, and Ms. Jones told the lady

that she felt at that time like she was doing fine. (T. 68) 

In support of her contention that her lower back

problems identified by Dr. Bevans in July of 2012 were

causally related to the low back injury that she previously

sustained at work in January of 2012, Ms. Jones testified

that she did not develop immediate pain, but that she has

“developed pain from that point on.” (T. 29) Ms. Jones

testified that the numbness and radiating pain started

slowly in approximately April of 2012, before she

transferred working from the Stuttgart hospital to Baptist
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Health’s North Little Rock hospital. (T. 42-43) Ms. Jones

testified that the periodic back pain that she experienced

prior to the incident in January of 2012 occurred in the

left side of her back, not the right side. (T. 47) Ms. Jones

testified that her visit to Dr. Morgan in January of 2012

was both a regular patient visit and to report from the ER

following the accident. (T. 56) Ms. Jones testified that she

returned to Dr. Morgan on June 18, 2012, because she was

hurting in her back (not her abdomen). (T. 57)

Ms. Jones testified with regard to the reference to a

lawn mower in Dr. Morgan’s June 18, 2012, report, that “I

just - when I pulled on the lawn mower, what was going on in

my body had already been [sic] occurred, more or less.” (T.

63) Ms. Jones testified later that she was not having any

pain or discomfort after the lawn mower pulling incident

that she was not already having before that incident. (T.

73)

However, I find for the following reasons that Ms.

Jones has failed to establish by a preponderance of the

evidence that the low back problems at issue - which were

first diagnosed in July of 2012 - are in any way causally

related to the admittedly compensable low back injury that

she sustained on January 2, 2012. 

With regard to when Ms. Jones’ low back and radicular

symptoms began, again I note that by her own account at the

hearing, Ms. Jones did not begin to experience a gradual
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1This examiner recognizes that Ms. Jones sustained some
degree of low back injury on January 2, 2012, since the
parties have stipulated to that injury.  I simply point out
that none of the medical reports in evidence from January of
2012 refer to any low back symptoms or findings.

onset of radiating pain and numbness in her foot until

approximately April of 2012, at least three months after the

incident in early January of 2012.  (T. 42 - 43)

I also find Ms. Jones’ hearing testimony cited above

rather vague on precisely when she began to experience any

degree of significant lower back pain between January 2,

2012, and July 24, 2012, when Dr. Bevans ordered her lumbar

MRI.  I do note, however, that when Ms. Jones initially went

to the emergency room on January 3, 3013, she underwent x-

rays to her ankle, to her right shoulder, to her cervical

spine and to her left leg, but not to her low back.1 (R.

Exh. 1. P. 71 - 75)  When Ms. Jones first presented to Dr.

Morgan three weeks later, he likewise identified symptoms

around her shoulder and trapezius, rather than her lower

back. (R. Exh. 1 p. 76)  When Ms. Jones spoke to a workers’

compensation insurance adjuster some time after seeing Dr.

Morgan in January, Ms. Jones admits that she told the

adjuster that she felt like she was doing fine.  (T. 69)  

Then when Ms. Jones returned to Dr. Morgan in June of

2012, the only incident that his note references is pushing

a lawn mower, not the incident at work over six months

earlier. (R. Exh. 1 p. 78) In fact, Ms. Jones conceded in
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her 2014 hearing testimony that she did not say anything to

Dr. Morgan in June of 2014 about the incident at work five

months earlier. (T. 60)  

Notably, neither Dr. Morgan’s report in June nor Dr.

Bevans’ notes in July nor Dr. Calhoun’s short note in August

of 2012 make any reference to the earlier incident at work

in January of 2012. (R. Exh. 1 p. 78 - 93) The first

document in evidence that this examiner can locate

specifically identifying both the incident in January and

Ms. Jones’ low back complaints in the same document is the

Form AR-C that Ms. Walker completed on August 3, 2012.  In

that document Ms. Walker claimed that she hurt her neck and

her shoulder and her lower back and had a hernia injury as a

result of the incident on January 2, 2012. (R. Exh. 2 p. 21) 

     In determining whether the medical evidence logically

indicates that the injury in January of 2012 was a factor in

Ms. Jones’ need for medical treatment beginning in June of

2012, I note that no physician has rendered a medical

opinion in this case attributing Ms. Jones’ need for medical

treatment beginning in June and July of 2012 in any way to

the injury that she sustained at work in January of 2012.  I

also note that the first medical report in evidence even

containing a history of the patient-lifting incident causing

an injury to Ms. Jones’ lumbar spine was not authored until

November 26, 2012 (i.e., after Ms. Jones prepared her Form

AR-C in August alleging that her current back problems and
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hernia were related to the incident in January). (C. Exh. 1

p. 1)

In determining whether the preponderance of the

evidence establishes a logical causal connection between Ms.

Jones’ L3-4 disc herniation identified in July of 2012, and

the injury that she sustained at work in January of 2012, I

also note again that Ms. Jones has a history of three

intervertebral disc surgeries predating the incident in

January of 2012, including one surgery at the same L3-4

level where the herniation at issue was identified in July

of 2012.  Ms. Jones’ hearing testimony notwithstanding, I

also note that in May of 2011, over six months before the

incident in January of 2012, Dr. Morgan recorded a history

of Ms. Jones complaining at that time of pain in her right

(not left) thigh radiating to her right lower extremity and

feet. (R. Exh. 1 p. 68) In light of Dr. Morgan’s report from

May of 2011, I do not find credible Ms. Walker’s testimony

that her pain before January of 2012 was all on the left

side. (T. 47)

Finally, I note that four nurses from Baptist Health

were called to testify by the respondent.  Angie Davis did

not recall Ms. Jones ever requesting medical care. (T. 11)

Beth Sherman did not recall anything about Ms. Jones. (T.

15) Randall Payne did not recall Ms. Jones. (T. 22) Carl

Jaglal served as the charge nurse at Baptist Health in North

Little Rock in the late spring and early summer of 2012.  He
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recalled Ms. Jones. (T. 25) Mr. Jaglal did not recall Ms.

Jones ever asking to see a doctor when they worked together,

and Mr. Jaglal testified that Ms. Jones never reported a

work related injury, or a flare-up of a previous work

related injury to Mr. Jaglal. (T. 25) With regard to any

special accommodations that she may have needed for her back

at work, Ms. Jones testified regarding one instance where

she was in excruciating pain and the nurse put her on a

lighter shift. (T. 34) However, it appears that this

occurred on July 15, 2012, or July 16, 2012, i.e., after Dr.

Morgan’s report of June 18, 2012, which refers to the lawn

mower and does not refer to work. (T. 73)

Under these circumstances, where (1) Ms. Jones has a

history of multiple surgeries for intervertebral disc

abnormalities predating her injury in January of 2012, (2)

she has a history of symptoms in her right leg predating by

approximately seven months her injury in January of 2012, 

(3) her medical reports in January of 2012 make no reference

to either her lower back, her lumbar spine, or her right

leg, (4) her first medical report in June of 2012 refers to

a lawn mower, (5) the medical reports from June, July, and

August of 2012 make no reference whatsoever to the prior

incident and injury in January of 2012, (6) Ms. Jones is

unable to identify when after January 2, 2012, that her back

symptoms or her leg symptoms began, and (7) Ms. Jones told

an insurance adjuster at some point after seeing Dr. Morgan
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in January that she was fine, I find that Ms. Jones has

failed to establish by a preponderance of the credible

evidence that the symptomatic herniated disc at the L3-4

level of her spine first identified by diagnostic testing on

July 24, 2012, was in any way causally related to the

admittedly compensable low back injury that she sustained at

work on January 2, 2012.  Consequently, I find that the

claimant has failed to establish by a preponderance of the

evidence that the admittedly compensable low back injury

that she sustained on January 2, 2012, was a factor in her

need for the additional medical treatment at issue in this

claim.   

Issue 2: Unauthorized Medical Treatment

Because I find that Ms. Jones has failed to establish

that the medical treatment at issue that she has received

beginning on or about June 18, 2012, was in any way related

to the compensable injury that she sustained on January 2,

2012, I find moot the respondent’s alternative contention

that the treatment at issue was also unauthorized.

Issue 3: Temporary Disability Compensation

Temporary disability for unscheduled injuries is that

period within the healing period in which a claimant suffers

an incapacity to earn wages.  Arkansas State Highway &

Transportation Dept. v. Breshears, 272 Ark. 244, 613 S.W.2d

392 (1981).  The healing period ends when the underlying

condition causing the disability has become stable and
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nothing further in the way of treatment will improve that

condition.  Mad Butcher, Inc. v. Parker, 4 Ark. App. 124,

628 S.W.2d 582 (1982).

     Because Ms. Jones has failed to establish that any of

her medical problems at issue beginning on or about June 18,

2012, are causally related in any way to the compensable

injury that she sustained on January 2, 2012, I find that

the claimant has failed to establish that either her healing

period or disability at issue beginning in July of 2012 are

causally related to the compensable injury that she

sustained on January 2, 2012.  

Issue 4: Evidentiary Objections

On page 35-36 of the hearing transcript, Mr. Parrish

objected as hearsay to Ms. Jones testifying about a

conversation with Mr. Payne.  However, Mr. Payne was also

called as a witness to testify and was also asked what he

did or did not recall.  Ms. Jones’ testimony also appears to

this examiner to be a clarification related to a night she

discussed on page 34 and clarified further on page 73 of the

hearing transcript, i.e., the occasion on July 15 or 16 when

she was in too much pain at work to do her normal duties. 

Ms. Jones’ testimony at issue on page 36 is admitted into

evidence and has been considered in rendering the findings

herein.  

On page 74 of the hearing transcript, Mr. Parrish

objected as hearsay to Ms. Jones testifying that Dr. Bevans
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said that it was Ms. Jones’ back condition (not her hernia)

for which Dr. Bevans placed work restrictions.  I find the

testimony and the objection both moot to the intended issue

of temporary disability compensation since Ms. Jones (1) did

not identify her hernia as a hearing issue and (2) did not

establish that her low back problems at issue in July of

2012 are causally related to the compensable low back injury

that she sustained in January of 2012.  Since Ms. Jones has

not established that her disability in July of 2012 is in

any way related to her compensable injury sustained on

January 2, 2012, it is simply no consequence to the relevant

findings herein whether Dr. Bevans attributed Ms. Jones’

work restrictions in July of 2012 to her back, to her

hernia, to neither, or to both.  

ORDER

For the reasons discussed herein, this claim must be,

and hereby is, respectfully denied.  The respondents are

directed to pay the court reporter’s fees and expenses

within thirty (30) days of billing.  

IT IS SO ORDERED.

__________________________
MARK CHURCHWELL
Administrative Law Judge


